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“Ribbon of Steel and Concrete”:
A Cultural Biography of the
Buffalo Skyway (1955)
William Graebner
 The opening of the Buffalo Skyway in October 1955 was an occasion for 
celebration and rejoicing. Rising out of the city’s downtown, the massive struc-
ture crossed the Buffalo River at a height of 110 feet and spilled onto the city’s 
outer harbor on the shore of Lake Erie more than a mile to the southwest. The 
span promised to be the beginning of the end of the traffic congestion and delays 
at busy lift-bridges that for three decades had made commuting irritating and 
frustrating for some 40,000 workers at the Bethlehem Steel Plant in the first-ring 
suburb of Lackawanna and the Ford stamping plant, just beyond. Speaking at 
the elaborate opening ceremonies, Dexter P. Rumsey, chairman of the Citizens’ 
Committee for Better Roads in Buffalo and Erie County, spoke for most Western 
New Yorkers when he characterized the Skyway as “the finest public improve-
ment the community had received in decades,” and “the start of a new era—a 
period of civic progress in mass transportation.”1
 The Skyway’s two twenty-four-foot lanes, separated by a five-foot mall, 
beckoned to motorists eager to experience a highway unlike any they had ever 
driven. They joined the official opening-day cavalcade, taking the big curves 
slowly, “their attention caught by the panoramic vistas of docks, lake steamers, 
the Coast Guard base, grain elevators and buildings far below.” “I just crossed 
it to see what it was like,” said a city-bound motorist, referring to the Skyway 
as if it were a great river to ford. “The view is terrific.” A driver from the suburb 
of Hamburg described his virgin voyage over the Skyway as “a thrill I’ll never 
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forget. The waterfront area certainly has no claim to beauty at close range, but 
seen from the Skyway it compares favorably with famous views around New 
York City. There is breath-taking beauty in every direction—all this and time-
saving, too.” (With many of the first round of motorists tooling along at twenty 
or twenty-five miles per hour and hugging the pedestrian sidewalks to get the 
best view, the first commuters actually didn’t save much time).2 
 On the Sunday after the Wednesday opening, the bridge was bumper-to-
bumper from “noon to bedtime” with curious and enthralled motorists, some, 
incredibly, defying common sense to stop at the top and get out for a better look or 
to take photographs of Lake Erie, its waters seemingly suspended in mid-air over 
the open metal railing. Within a week, the span had produced its first speeders, 
caught at fifty-five miles per hour, or fifteen miles over the limit. One of them 
was a suburban man so moved by the pleasures of the Skyway that he seemed 
blissfully unconcerned with the $35 fine that came with his transgression. “It’s 
just such a wonderful highway,” he told the judge. “I’m afraid I wasn’t conscious 
that the speed was creeping up on me.” “It’s not only the best free joyride in 
town,” editorialized the Buffalo News in a statement that captured the Skyway’s 
aesthetic qualities and acknowledged the emotional charge that the bridge had 
for area residents, “and a special pleasure to anyone who ever got tangled up 
in any of the traffic jams down below—but it also gives a completely new and 
breathtakingly sweeping panoramic view of what somehow seems a much greater 
city from “‘way up there.’”3 An advertisement for Hengerer’s, a department store 
eager to bring suburban shoppers downtown, presented the structure as exciting 
and playful, exaggerating its curves and height and changes in elevation, and 
adding the words, “The Buffalo Skyway . . . A Great New Highway.”4 Some years 
later—the exact date is unknown—the Skyway was memorialized in a painting 
by Buffalo artist Ross (Rosario) Joseph Drago. As a young man, Rosario had 
worked at the Andrle Stained Glass Studio in Lackawanna, participating in the 
creation of the stained glass windows that graced the nearby basilica. “My father 
was an inventor as well as a painter,” his son recalls. “He loved new ideas. When 
the Buffalo Skyway was built, I believe he was the first to see it as a thing of 
great beauty. They say no one ever saw a sunset until Constable painted it.” 5
 If the Dragos’ unabashed fondness for the Skyway appears a bit overdone, 
Dexter Rumsey’s optimism, typical of postwar boosterism in Great Lakes cities 
like Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago, and Milwaukee, seemed more than 
justified. Although Western New York had lost its airplane industry with the end 
of the Second World War, a 1946 New York State report bristled with economic 
good cheer, citing the area as a “great railroad center” with “diversified indus-
tries” and unparalleled access to Canada. This report noted that Westinghouse 
and the Twin Coach Company had recently acquired two of the larger aviation 
facilities and mentioned that wiper-blade manufacturer Trico Products had an-
nounced a major expansion of plant and facilities. In July 1951, the nation’s 
fifteenth largest city and its third largest steel producer was featured on the 
cover of Fortune magazine; inside, a dozen pages of photographs on the theme 
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of “Made in Buffalo” confirmed the city’s role as a center of industry. Although 
fears that lack of effective leadership would consign the region to second-class 
status as a transportation hub had surfaced in the local press by the mid-1950s, 
the city’s population was at an all-time high, the region was participating in the 
national economic boom, and the St. Lawrence Seaway, due to open in 1958, 
was generally viewed as a positive development. A prominent business leader 
predicted that, within a decade, employment in the Buffalo area would increase 
by about 50%.6 
 A half century later, and in a very different economic climate that had gener-
ated the term “rustbelt,” the latest generation of politicians, journalists, activists, 
and ordinary citizens appear eager to tear down the Skyway, hoping that its de-
molition will jumpstart development on a stretch of Lake Erie waterfront where 
nothing much has happened for decades. In their urgency to get the bridge torn 
down and out of the way of “progress,” the advocates of demolition present a 
variety of complaints, some of them worthy of consideration, others offered in an 
effort to cast the structure as a demon thwarting the city’s best efforts to remake 
the vast outer harbor, an area that edges Lake Erie at its eastern end and touches 
downtown Buffalo, near the buried terminus of the Erie Canal. The Skyway, the 
Figure 1: Looking south from downtown Buffalo, October 19, 1955, one hour 
after the official opening ceremonies. Courtesy, Buffalo and Erie County His-
torical Society.
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critics argue, is costly to maintain, dangerous to drive on, prone to weather-related 
closings, and out of date, the product of a bygone era, when the Buffalo River 
carried commercial ships and when steel and the workers who made it were central 
to the region’s economy.7 Decades removed from the aesthetic considerations of 
the age of Eisenhower, the Skyway’s critics labeled a bridge once described as a 
“ribbon of steel and concrete” and offering a “breathtakingly sweeping panoramic 
view” as an “ugly dinosaur” that “nobody particularly likes.” Business First, the 
area’s business weekly, lauded Democratic Congressman Brian Higgins’s calls for 
demolition, labeling the bridge a “monstrosity.” And the area’s most prominent 
advocate of regionalism, a Harvard-educated liberal, when asked what he would 
most like to tear down if he were “king,” responded: “There is one thing that has 
to be removed: the Skyway. I dream this stuff.”8 In March 2006, the campaign 
was joined by two national organizations, The Congress of New Urbanism and the 
Center for Neighborhood Technology, which had agreed to include the Skyway, 
along with similar structures in Louisville and Seattle, in a study dealing with 
the removal of infrastructure barriers. Announcing the inclusion of the Buffalo 
roadway, Congress of New Urbanism president and former Milwaukee mayor 
John O. Norquist described the Skyway as “brutally ugly” and “unnecessary.”9 
 Some of the arguments for demolishing the Skyway have reason and sub-
stance, and the decision to do so could be the right one. Yet the alacrity with 
which civic leaders have joined the raze-the-Skyway bandwagon suggests that 
the current enthusiasm may be driven less by a thoughtful consideration of 
aesthetics and more by the desire to do anything that might produce economic 
activity in a stagnant city and region. A proper assessment of the Skyway’s fu-
ture requires that citizens and planners come to terms with the span’s past; that 
is, it requires an assessment of the Skyway’s complex historical, cultural, and 
aesthetic relationship to the Western New York community and to mid-century 
American values—what I have labeled a “cultural biography.” 
 The term “cultural biography” has been used to describe objects at least 
since 1986, when anthropologist Igor Kopytoff referred to the “cultural biography 
of things” as a way of examining an object as a “culturally constructed entity, 
endowed with culturally specific meanings, and classified and reclassified into 
culturally constituted categories.” Linda Merrill uses the term to explain her 
approach to the Freer Gallery’s Peacock Room, a splendid Victorian interior 
decorated by James McNeill Whistler for the London home of a Liverpool ship 
owner. “The larger intention,” she writes, “is to restore the fuller dimensions of 
the Peacock Room’s history: to clarify the work’s ancestry and assess its influ-
ence, to retrieve the reputations of some of its participants, and to consider it in 
correct historical perspective, securely in the context of its time.” Most recently, 
archaeologist Richard Fletcher applies the concept to a piece of pottery found in 
a Sardinia tomb. Literary historians David S. Reynolds and Peter Conn use the 
term to describe their treatments of people—Reynolds’s Walt Whitman, Conn’s 
Pearl S. Buck. Both employ “cultural biography” to emphasize the importance 
of placing their subjects in historical context. I use the term to suggest that the 
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Skyway was a “thing” with a history, and that it should be understood in histori-
cal context, and as subject to changing conditions and perspectives, although my 
own emphasis is on recuperating the meaning of the Skyway in the 1950s.10
 The Skyway had its origins in practical concerns, reflected in the prosaic 
name “high level bridge” by which the structure was known in the planning and 
construction stages. Chief among these were concerns over traffic congestion 
and a related problem, the conflict between automobiles (and trucks) and the 
requirements of water and rail transport—problems common to other Great 
Lakes cities, among them Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago, and Gary.11 The 
high-level bridge was first proposed in 1922 in a report prepared by the Buffalo 
Common Council’s City Planning Committee,12 just a decade after Henry Ford’s 
moving assembly line had revolutionized the production of automobiles and 
made it possible for millions of ordinary Americans to think about acquiring an 
inexpensive Model T. By the late 1920s, traffic congestion and traffic safety had 
become virtual obsessions in city government. In 1929, the city’s ratio of traffic 
deaths to population was the fourth highest in the nation, behind only Chicago, 
Cleveland, and Milwaukee—like Buffalo, all cities in which the circulation of 
vehicles was restricted by water.13 A 1939 study by the federal Works Progress 
Administration blamed Buffalo’s traffic density on the city’s failure to expand 
its geographical boundaries, as well as on the city’s belt line railroads, whose 
tracks formed a “ring of iron” and forced traffic through five “funnels.”14 A 
1946 report of the New York State Department of Public Works, a product of 
recent state laws that authorized new thruway construction and made it possible 
for state government to pay for urban connecting roads such as the high-level 
bridge, conceptualized Buffalo in anthropomorphic terms: a healthy organism, 
but one whose vitality was in imminent danger, threatened by a “creeping pa-
ralysis of congestion” that if unabated promised to “strangle city property and 
tax values.”15 
 Motorists using lakeshore routes to the southwest, to and from the mills 
and factories of Lackawanna and Blasdell, were as rigidly funneled as those in 
other sections of the city. Their options were limited to Fuhrmann Boulevard and 
Michigan Avenue, and on these routes motorists could find themselves waiting for 
the New York Central or for ships at the bridges over the Union Ship Canal, the 
City Ship Canal, or the Buffalo River. At mid-century, with the city’s population 
approaching a postwar peak, the Buffalo News reported “almost daily, serious 
jams” at Michigan Avenue near the Buffalo River, and a News photographer 
captured the long delays on Fuhrmann Boulevard at the Union Ship Canal, where 
at 4 p.m. on a working day it could take thirty minutes to go from Ridge Road 
to Tifft Street, a distance of less than a mile.16 Like the Niagara Branch of the 
New York State Thruway and the Kensington Expressway, the Skyway was one 
solution to the problem of traffic congestion between Buffalo and its suburbs. The 
Interstate Highway Act of 1956 did the same for dozens of American cities. 
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Figure 2: This 1963 map shows the main features of the landscape traversed by 
the Skyway, including the Buffalo River, the City Ship Canal, and Ohio Street, 
where a lift bridge over the Buffalo River had restricted the flow of automo-
biles. Courtesy, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society.
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 Soon after the bridge opened, a letter to the Courier-Express described the 
Skyway as “a real achievement in the traffic world. If ever a route like that was 
needed, it was needed in this city.”17 The technical sub-head on the front page of 
the Buffalo Evening News told the same story: “Lift Bridges, Switching Tracks, 
Narrow Streets/By-passed at Last By Mile-Long Cut-Off.”18 It was widely and 
accurately predicted that the Skyway would be the first of many area highway 
projects, including the first section of the Kensington Expressway, the Scajaquada 
Creek Expressway, and the mate to the Skyway, an elevated bridge over the Union 
Ship Canal at the Buffalo-Lackawanna line, designed to eliminate the last of the 
major lake shore bottlenecks. All would come to fruition within a decade.19 
 The relationship of the high-level bridge to the city’s Lake Erie waterfront 
and harbor was more ambivalent. In most discussions of the proposed bridge, the 
water-based commerce of the Buffalo River, the Union Ship Canal, and the City 
Ship Canal was understood to be an obstacle to the development of the area’s 
industrial economy and to the movement of people and vehicles between city 
and suburbs. In the late 1940s, after state legislation had authorized the Niagara 
Frontier Authority to construct a bridge or tunnel to deal with the obstacle of 
the Buffalo River, the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce weighed in in favor of a 
high-level bridge, emphasizing that the failure to build it would put at risk the 
9,800,000 tons of goods that passed on the Buffalo River as well as the 50,000 
freight cars that came through the area each year.20 Still, the idea of a high-level 
bridge does not appear to have played any significant role in the interminable 
discussions, beginning in the mid-1920s, about what to do about the relative 
decline of the Port of Buffalo—relative, that is, to Cleveland, Duluth, and other 
cities, which had somehow managed to obtain federal funds for harbor improve-
ments.21 There was even some opposition to the proposed span on the grounds that 
a “hideous viaduct” would make waterfront improvements impossible, although 
the author of those remarks, real estate developer Joseph Boehm, appears to have 
been motivated by the desire to prevent interference with Fairhaven Village, a 
development he proposed to build in the area.22 The warning of a 1944 engineer-
ing report, that a tunnel “would permit more extensive reclamation of the area 
than a bridge,” went unheeded.23
 Instead, the Skyway’s location induced a curious rethinking of the city’s 
relationship to water-borne commerce and to the small businesses and warehouses 
in the area. On the day after the ribbon-cutting opening, the Courier-Express 
offered editorial comment on the span’s significance, setting the Skyway within 
what it described as the “grand dream of a progressive, utilitarian and lovely 
community here at the foot of the Great Lakes.”24 The Buffalo News described 
the Skyway as a “dream come true” and emphasized the bridge’s relationship 
to the city’s history as a “harbor town.” “Today, though long since spread into 
the metropolitan hinterland, it looks waterward again, to greet the new concrete 
span lifting its traffic 100 feet over the busy river, man-made ship canal and 
rail and street networks that compose its great harbor.”25 For Buffalonian John 
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Johnson, Superintendent of the State Department of Public Works and a speaker 
at the opening ceremonies, the Skyway was one of several improvements that 
would allow the city to “once again resume that appropriate title, ‘Queen City 
of the Lakes.’”26 A 1950 ground-level sketch by Edward P. Lupfer’s engineering 
firm captured this perspective, showing the high-level bridge as a structure of 
modest size, linking a variety of existing commercial and industrial waterfront 
buildings.27 Most of the early comments on the experience of driving over the 
Skyway emphasized the spectacular view it offered of Lake Erie. 
 Yet in the midst of this celebration of the city’s waterfront heritage and of the 
Skyway’s contribution to it, one could hear other voices that were clearly uncom-
fortable with the working waterfront of the 1940s and 1950s, and for whom the 
Skyway was a means of transcendence. The idea was not new. In the nineteenth 
century, Americans ill at ease with the class, ethnic, and cultural contrasts and 
disparities that were immediately obvious at ground level in larger American cit-
ies had found comfort in removed, “birds’ eye” views, offered by the artists and 
illustrators of the day, which imaginatively reconstructed the urban milieu as a 
coherent, unified, harmonious entity.28 Examining the work of nineteenth-century 
American landscape painters, Albert Boime argues that these landscapes provided 
the “magisterial gaze,” an optimistic, elite perspective embodying a “fantasy of 
domain and empire,” in which the viewer was positioned on the “heights” [for 
Figure 3: This 1962 winter view of the Skyway reveals the structure’s four 
curves and its setting, between banks of grain elevators. Courtesy, Buffalo and 
Erie County Historical Society.
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our purposes, the Skyway], looking on “a scenic panorama below”29 [that is, 
the waterfront and Lake Erie]. In the twentieth century, the “magisterial gaze” 
was available from the “spectacular perch” of the skyscraper, offering owners, 
tenants, and tourists what historian David E. Nye has described as a “sense of 
mastery” and “fantasies of domain.” From this perspective, which anticipated 
the urban renewal attitude of the late 1950s—one is reminded of the eighty acres 
of St. Louis waterfront, torn down in the 1940s to make way for a massive park 
that would eventually house the Gateway Arch—the Buffalo waterfront was a 
“cluttered” and “unsightly” area of “tortuous,” “narrow, congested streets,” “di-
lapidated docks and rock pilings,” and conflicting modes of transportation that 
frustrated the movement of people and goods into and out of the city’s southern 
gateway and prevented economic development.30 A self-serving resolution of the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, calling for a tunnel because it 
promised to produce more work for its members than a bridge, described the 
area in 1941 as “terribly blighted” and “considered dead.”31 
Figure 4: Two weeks before the opening of the Skyway, city and state officials 
walked a portion of the span during an “official inspection trip.” From left are 
John Leone, Charles T. Love, John K. Vane, Elmer G. H. Youngmann, Mayor 
Steven Pankow, and Walter Mayday. Courtesy, Buffalo and Erie County His-
torical Society.
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 This view was related to the anti-traffic jam perspective that had activated 
high-level bridge advocates from the beginning. But it went further than that, 
suggesting that the Skyway could be the mechanism for getting rid of a certain 
kind of industrial-era ugliness by bypassing, even converting, a functioning 
waterfront and harbor into a grand entrance of the sort that would appeal to 
tourists and other visitors.32 For two Common Council members thinking about 
a bridge in 1941, the structure was understood to furnish a point of observation 
where one could feast one’s eyes on the area’s “fine natural surroundings”; “such 
vistas,” they emphasized, “are tourists’ attractions.”33 A somewhat different read-
ing, based on the frequent references to the lakeward “panorama” that the span 
offered, would emphasize the Skyway as a high perch from which Buffalo’s 
historic relationship to water-borne commerce could be recapitulated, if only in 
the imagination—a kind of nostalgia perhaps, or wishful thinking. 
 Buffalo’s Lake Erie outer harbor was hardly a hubbub of economic activity 
at the time of construction—acres of land, adjacent to the structure, were being 
used for automobile storage—and preparations for the Skyway would not require 
demolition of single-family homes or apartment buildings, a phenomenon that 
accompanied other inner-city highway projects in Buffalo and across the nation.34 
Nonetheless, the “renewal” mentality of the era meant that planners and others 
would see the project as a way of taming what was understood to be an unruly 
waterfront. An early engineering study twice referred to “old type buildings” that 
stood in the path of the proposed bridge at its northerly end and suggested that 
“the removal of some of the old buildings from this area will tend to improve the 
neighborhood.”35 The enthusiasm for a cleansing renewal was vividly revealed 
in 1963, eight years after the bridge opened, when the Buffalo Courier-Express 
published a photograph of the outer harbor, taken from the base of the Skyway, 
looking southwest along the water. The harbor was empty—no warehouses, no 
factories, no vessels, no swimmers, no people—just “gently sloping grasslands 
reaching to the edge of the water,” in the words of the accompanying text. The 
story presented the Skyway—indeed, the larger system of thruways of which it 
was a part—as an agent of reclamation. “Until a few years ago,” it said, “much 
of the property along Fuhrmann Blvd. [which paralleled the Skyway and its 
ground-level extension] from the mouth of the Buffalo River to Tifft St. was a 
rat-infested dump which also served as the home of numerous squatters who were 
down on their luck.” The Skyway had initiated the cleanup. “Today, the picture 
is much different. The dumps, rats and squatters are gone. The road [Fuhrmann 
Blvd.] is becoming a modern expressway.”36 
 For most of the 300 public officials, engineers, clergy, and interested citizens 
gathered at the foot of the Skyway in downtown Buffalo to celebrate the comple-
tion and opening of the high-level bridge on a chilly mid-October morning in 
1955, the mile-long structure before them was more than a solution to traffic con-
gestion, more than a ray of hope for waterfront development, and more, certainly, 
than the flawed idea of trading a working waterfront for tourists and a splash of 
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public relations. Although a response to specific local transportation problems, 
the Skyway was also a representative structure, typical of the age. Buffalo’s 
bottlenecks and traffic jams were local versions of dramas played out in most 
eastern and mid-western cities; the sense of crisis these conditions engendered is 
delightfully captured in the 1939 Ralph Steiner/Willard Van Dyke documentary, 
The City (filmed mostly in Pittsburgh), with its honking horns, frustrated motor-
ists, and threatened pedestrians. For social planners and engineers, the obvious 
solution was to take some of the vehicles off surface streets and put some of them 
below ground level and others above it. But tunnels were expensive, and bridges 
had greater appeal to the human spirit; elevated vehicle-moving systems were 
at the center of Le Corbusier’s 1922 sketches for his Ville Contemporaine and 
of the futuristic designs of both the 1939 and 1964 world fairs. A number of the 
high-level bridges of the traffic-congestion era shared the Skyway name. New 
Jersey’s Pulaski Skyway took vehicles 135 feet above the Hackensack River and 
the Meadowlands, between Jersey City and Newark; it opened in 1932. The 7.8 
mile Chicago (or Calumet) Skyway opened in 1958, crossing the Calumet River 
above the city’s east side industrial area. Other Great Lakes structures included 
the Burlington Bay Skyway Bridge (1958) and St. Catharines’s Garden City 
Skyway (1963), both within sixty miles of Buffalo in Ontario, Canada, on the 
highway to Toronto. The first incarnation of the now-famous Sunshine Skyway, 
built between St. Petersburg and Bradenton, Florida, was completed in 1954. 
Elevated highways not designated “Skyways” were ubiquitous; Boston’s $14.8 
billion downtown “Big Dig” tunnel was designed to replace one of them, a 
“rickety eyesore built in 1959,” in the words of a Los Angeles Times writer.37 At 
336 meters, higher than the Eiffel Tower, a French bridge most deserving of the 
Skyway name is known instead as the Millau Viaduct (2004). 
 Among those critical of the postwar boom in elevated structures was ur-
banologist Lewis Mumford. In “The Skyway’s the Limit,” a 1959 New Yorker 
essay, Mumford lamented a planned suspension bridge over the narrows between 
Brooklyn and Staten Island. Like the Buffalo Skyway, the narrows bridge had to 
be high to accommodate ships passing beneath, and its height inevitably meant 
an elevated roadbed and the displacement of thousands of Brooklyn residents as 
the structure reached land. For Mumford, the narrows bridge (opened in 1964 as 
the Verrazzano-Narrows Bridge) was just another “skyway”—a tall bridge with 
adverse social consequences—and skyways were an unfortunate throwback to 
the elevated railways that were proven failures. “At the very moment,” he con-
cluded, “that we have torn down our elevated railways, because of their spoilage 
of urban space, our highway engineers are using vast sums of public money to 
restore the same nuisance in an even noisier and more insistent form.”38 
 Mumford’s discouraging words found little support in Buffalo, where the 
Skyway was imagined as big and tall, sleek and exciting—a modernist dream 
come true. Although Buffalonians understood that the Skyway was a practical 
necessity for their crowded city, they also admired, appreciated, and celebrated 
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the structure in ways—ways embedded within mid-1950s American culture—that 
could not have been anticipated by the traffic engineers who had first imagined a 
high-level bridge and, at the turn of the next century, had been forgotten. Indeed, 
despite its utilitarian origins, the Skyway, like other “products” of what histo-
rian Thomas Hine has labeled the Populuxe era (1954–1963), was understood 
psychologically and celebrated emotionally. In January 1951, when work had 
begun with the driving of sixty-five steel test piles into the frozen ground off 
Fuhrmann Boulevard, the Courier-Express had called it a “day of rejoicing” 
and asked readers who “can’t picture a bridge that high” to understand and ap-
preciate its stature by thinking of it as equivalent to the five-story building that 
housed the newspaper’s staff. Reporters could not resist the startling statistics 
that revealed the extraordinary mass of the structure: 5,904 feet long, 22,000 
tons of steel deck, 10,000 cubic yards of concrete, 10,000 gallons of paint.39 
 A half century after motorists first experienced the pleasures of Buffalo’s 
high-level bridge, it is still a thrill to ascend the Skyway, still a thrill to round 
the big curve with the lake filling the windshield, still a thrill to see the city in 
lights on the northbound run; still a thrill to see the Skyway at night from City 
Hall, “ablaze with light,” as a Courier-Express photographer’s time exposure, 
taken the evening of the opening, had revealed.40 “The skyway,” wrote a man 
Figure 5: The Skyway under construction, April 14, 1955. Courtesy, Buffalo 
and Erie County Historical Society.
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who today commutes over the Skyway, “is one of my favorite stretches of high-
way anywhere in the US. Since I was a small boy riding with my dad, a stint 
as a ten-wheel dump truck driver, and now a commuter, a drive on the Skyway 
has and still thrills me.”41 But the pleasures of the Skyway were also historical 
pleasures, the pleasures of 1955, pleasures heightened and made important by a 
generation of Americans who loved their cars and loved their roads, for whom 
the automobile was emerging as a symbol of speed, flight, power, mobility, 
progress, and sheer bigness—all miraculously captured and represented in that 
ribbon of steel and concrete over the Buffalo harbor.
 Generations of scholars, working in an exceptionalist vein, have identified 
migration, movement, and mobility as key ingredients of the American experi-
ence. Writing in the 1950s and early 1960s, when “American character” studies 
were in vogue, historian George W. Pierson labeled that trilogy the “M-Factor,” 
which for Pierson encompassed the nation’s frontier heritage, its experience with 
immigration, its ideology of social mobility, and, in the twentieth century, its 
passion for the automobile. “Driving has become the country’s favorite outdoor 
recreation,” he wrote. “Movement means life. To the American it is not ‘I think 
therefore I am,’ but ‘I move, so I’m alive.’” Examining prose narratives about 
roads and cars, Ronald Primeau argues that for Americans the highway has been 
“sacred space” where one might experience “exhilarating motion, speed and 
solitude.” In Freedom as Motion (2001), Leslie Dale Feldman locates the link 
between freedom and motion in Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan (1651); for Hobbes, 
freedom was movement, which he defined as the absence of “impediments to 
motion,” a definition that marks the Skyway’s role in eliminating traffic “conges-
tion” as productive of freedom of motion—that is, of liberal freedom itself. “The 
car,” Feldman concludes, “is an encapsulation of Hobbesian psychology.”42 
 The advertisements of the day provide a local window on the historical mo-
ment of the 1950s that built and embraced the Skyway. In an age when young 
boys were enthralled with the F-86 Sabre jets that had filled the skies over Korea, 
Detroit embellished its automobile ads with jet planes and wings, helping their 
customers to identify the grounded automobile with images of flight.43 Dodge 
identified its 1955 Royal Lancer with driving adventure, and adventure with 
flight: “the sweep of the rear deck, the rakish slant of the full wrap-around New 
Horizon windshield that encircles you in a glass cockpit.”44 The tailfins that now 
seem so outrageously overdone were just beginning to emerge, with the 1956 
Chrysler featuring its “Forward Look”—“one clean sweep from headlights to 
up-swept tail”—and Dodge claiming its share of a seemingly limitless, vision-
ary future with gear shift buttons it billed as “the magic touch of tomorrow.”45 
The name “Skyway,” chosen from over 3,800 entries in a contest run by one of 
Buffalo’s daily newspapers, directly linked the automobile to flight and signified 
the optimism of the age.46 
 The Skyway represented what Americans wanted from their cars, 
and—ironically, given the structure’s prosaic origins—what they want-
ed was more than safety and convenience. The word “go,” a regular 
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feature of auto ads in the 1950s, was at the center of this desire. The 
“Forward Look,” read copy for Chrysler, “wraps up the whole idea of GO!”; 
Pontiac’s Catalina was “the greatest ‘go’ on wheels!” But no one understood or 
said it better than Jack Kerouac, whose On the Road, written in 1951, finally 
reached print in 1957. Kerouac’s protagonist was Dean Moriarty, a talented 
maniac of a driver who would have taken the Skyway as he did every other 
road—as fast as possible—and understood it as an appropriate measure of his 
substantial abilities. “‘Whooee!’ Yelled Dean. ‘Here we go!’ And he hunched 
over the wheel and gunned her; he was back in his element, everybody could 
see that. We were all delighted, we all realized we were leaving confusion and 
nonsense behind and performing our one and noble function of the time, move. 
And we moved!”47 Built for commuters, the Skyway appealed to those like 
Moriarty, who wanted to move. Built by the establishment, the Skyway also 
could be used in acts of resistance, by those engaged in what W. T. Lhamon Jr. 
has described as a culture of “deliberate speed,” seeking to overcome postwar 
“anomie” and “impotence.”48
 Everything had to be big, and not just cars. “For 1956,” announced one 
advertisement, “the big move is to THE BIG MERCURY,” and another Mercury 
ad described a vehicle that “Looks BIG—FEELS BIG—ACTS BIG—IS BIG!” 
The pitch applied even to last year’s leftovers, with the 1955 Pontiac sold with 
“No Car SO BIG/At a Price SO LOW.”49 During the same week that the Sky-
way opened, area residents had their choice of movies about big men. The Last 
Command starred Sterling Hayden as Jim Bowie, whose size was assumed to 
have prepared him for his Alamo heroics: “What a Man was Six-Foot-Six Jim 
Bowie! A towering motion picture adventure!” At Buffalo’s Century Theater, 
Clark Gable and Robert Ryan appeared in The Tall Men, which seemed to have 
no other subject than being tall: “The Tall Men Stood Tall . . . Fought Tall . . . 
Loved Tall . . . And One Man Towered Above Them All!”50 Before the year was 
out Buffalo audiences would experience the cinematic equivalent of a first ride 
over the Skyway, the rollercoaster of the concentrated essence of “big” cinema: 
Cinerama.51 
 In that moment, the Skyway was a structure of beauty and power. It was not 
then the “ugly dinosaur that mars our waterfront,” not a “glaring eyesore,” not 
“one of those things that nobody particularly likes”—all judgments that would 
appear in print after the turn of the next century, rhetorical preparations for the 
act of demolition, as if to acknowledge the structure’s aesthetic qualities would 
jeopardize the effort to get rid of it. The Skyway was the product of engineer Ed-
ward P. Lupfer, whose firm was located in the elegant, beaux arts Ellicott Square 
Building, and whose modest Buffalo home offered views of three of Frederick 
Law Olmsted’s intersecting parkways. Lupfer’s work reflected his training in the 
humanities at the University of Kansas and a trip to Italy, where he had studied 
the arches of ancient Rome. Lupfer’s earlier efforts included the Peace Bridge 
(1927), whose five arches were derived from classical Greece and Rome, and 
the nearby Rainbow Bridge, in 1941 named by the American Institute of Steel 
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Construction as the “most beautiful bridge built that year.” Lupfer insisted that 
he had been most concerned with what he described as the “spiritual side” of the 
Peace Bridge, his most famous work. “It has meant more than a sheer technique 
to me or more than a mere transport for vehicles; it has meant a structure that 
would weave two nations in close and finer friendship than before existed. . . .” 
He made no such claim for the Skyway—at least none that I have found—but his 
interest in the humanities remained undiminished. Just a year before the Skyway 
opened to traffic, Lupfer lamented the design and aesthetic shortcomings of many 
of his fellow engineers. “Not in the techniques and sciences,” he insisted. “The 
average engineer is supremely capable there. It is in the humanities—literature, 
philosophy, the classics,—it is there he is not sufficiently versed. All of these 
would be most helpful to him in dealing with his many publics in diplomatic 
and public affairs.”52 It was an age when engineers did the work of designers, 
and Lupfer did both well.53 
 The Skyway was designed and constructed at a time when most bridges 
were understood to be primarily load-carrying, traffic-moving structures, rather 
than works of art, examples of fine architecture, or public symbols. Develop-
ments in bridge-building material had something to do with that utilitarian at-
titude; between 1889 and 1950, reinforced concrete—the material used in the 
Skyway—gradually replaced iron and steel as the material of choice. Even so, 
reinforced concrete was compatible with aesthetic ambitions. The plain, even 
stark facades of early twentieth-century factories made of reinforced concrete 
were conscious products of a modern, functionalist aesthetic; these buildings 
were understood to be pleasing and even beautiful as well as sensible and ef-
ficient.54 
 Although some dramatic effects could be achieved in concrete—particularly 
the pre-stressed variety, introduced in 1930 and first used in a Philadelphia span 
in 1950—most concrete bridges, including the Buffalo Skyway, were seen as 
engineering structures that did not require the services of an architect—or, put 
somewhat differently, structures for which the engineer was responsible for 
aesthetics as well as functionality.55 Nonetheless, there was growing attention 
to the problem of how artistry might be brought to the concrete bridge, and to 
what might constitute a handsome bridge as opposed to one that was merely 
functional. Contributing to this new awareness was a burgeoning, utopian move-
ment in commercial and industrial design, launched in the 1920s and inspired 
by the enthusiasm for trains and airplanes. During the 1930s, industrial design 
ideas spilled over from consumer products to affect urban planning, highways, 
and structures of all kinds, from world fairs to elevated highways. Public re-
sponse to the construction and opening of San Francisco’s remarkable Golden 
Gate Bridge (1933–37) also encouraged engineers to consider aesthetics as an 
essential element of bridge design, regardless of the material.56 Consistent with 
this design history, Buffalo historian Mark Goldman has described the Skyway 
as a “high, arching ‘City of Tomorrow’–like elevated highway right out of the 
1939 World’s Fair.”57 
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 One of the first to explore the artistic potential of reinforced concrete was 
Swiss engineer Robert Maillart (1872–1940), who in 1947 was the subject of a 
Museum of Modern Art exhibition celebrating his designs for a variety of Euro-
pean bridges in concrete, some of them of the simple “beam” variety that Lupfer 
would use in the Skyway. Maillart used the strength of reinforced concrete to 
make his bridges lighter, less massive in appearance, and more expressive—early 
examples of what would become known as “structural art,” a design mode com-
bining “efficiency, economy, and elegance” and emerging from the “imagination 
of the engineer,” according to one bridge historian. Most American engineers, 
caught up in the frenzy of bridge construction that inevitably followed the de-
mocratization of the automobile, seemed not to care much about structural art. 
One exception was Conde B. McCullough, the engineer/designer responsible for 
many of Oregon’s concrete bridges in the quarter century after 1920, including 
the steel-arched Yaquima Bay Bridge (1936).58 Lupfer was another.
 In some sense, the Skyway was its own designer. Because the central span 
had to cross the Buffalo River and the City Ship Canal without ground support, 
its roadbed had to be at least 110 feet high, and its “four great curves” were a 
function of its required course out of the city, over the river and ship canal, and 
down to Fuhrmann Boulevard and the Lake Erie waterfront. Lupfer’s contribu-
tion was arguably one of restraint. Avoiding the historical references and orna-
mentation that marked his Peace Bridge as an early-modern structure with links 
to art nouveau and classicism, Lupfer’s Skyway was simple and unadorned, a 
slashing, soaring “ribbon of steel and concrete,” as Buffalo News reporter Ralph 
Wallenhorst described it on opening day, that expressed and reflected one aspect 
of the monumental high modernism of the mid-1950s.59
 Two forms of modernism dominated architectural design in the postwar 
United States. One was the rectilinear modernism of the International Style, 
descended from the prewar Bauhaus School, deeply influenced by the stark, 
vertical, monumentalism of the concrete grain elevators that graced Buffalo’s 
waterfront not far from the Skyway, and represented by Mies Van der Rohe’s 
1958 Seagram Building in New York City. The other was the curvilinear modern-
ism of what historians have described as “vital forms,” a postwar development 
with links to 1930s moderne and streamlining.60 “Vital forms” can be found in 
postwar popular culture in kidney-shaped coffee tables, the boomerang pattern 
in Formica, the Charles Eames molded plywood chair (1948), the Al Capp 
cartoon figure of the Shmoo (1948), and in architecture in buildings as diverse 
as Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Museum (1959), Eero Saarinen’s Dulles 
International Airport (1958–62), Morris Lapidus’s Miami Beach hotels, and the 
curvilinear layout of Levittown (1947) and other new suburban communities. 
Scholars disagree on the meaning of “vital forms” design. Some argue that the 
movement depicts the breakdown of confident rectilinear modernism and rep-
resents a culture of anxiety rooted in the insecurities of the Cold War and the 
atomic age. Others believe that the soft, fluid, organic, and biomorphic qualities 
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of “vital forms” design reflect an optimistic, expansive, and regenerative postwar 
outlook. 61 
 Whether by intent or default, Lupfer’s contoured Skyway represents the 
optimistic side of vital forms modernism. Indeed, the requirement that the struc-
ture follow a course laid out by the terrain gave the span a relationship to the 
land, investing the steel and concrete bridge with a measure of natural, organic 
vitality. The same has been claimed for portions of the interstate highway system 
Figure 6: The renovated Skyway opens, 1976. Buffalo Courier Express Library 
Collection, Courtesy, E. H. Butler Library Archives, Buffalo State College.
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(1956–), including the system’s signature cloverleaf interchanges, identified by 
one historian as “the most vivid symbol of the biomorphic awareness. . . .” The 
sense of flight that motorists experienced while traversing the Skyway, and that 
one could sense from beneath the structure, links the bridge to more famous 
structures identified with the vital forms phenomenon, including the Gateway 
Arch (designed 1948) and the Dulles International Airport, both Saarinen designs, 
and the New Haven, Connecticut hockey rink (1956–58) and the Trans World 
Airlines Terminal (JFK, 1956–62), both designs by David S. Ingalls. In words that 
Figure 7: A “noir” image of the Skyway, May 13, 1958. Courtesy, Buffalo and 
Erie County Historical Society.
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might be used to describe the Buffalo Skyway, historian Martin Filler suggests 
that Ingalls’s TWA building “recalls the avian aspect of a bird in flight, a return 
to an architecture parlante in which a building’s form ‘speaks’ quite directly 
about its function.”62 As speculative as these connections might seem, they are 
consistent with what we know of Lupfer’s values, especially his idealism and 
his lifelong commitment to a humanistic approach to architecture. 
 The Buffalo Skyway represents the postwar moment as surely as the city’s 
Olmsted parks and parkways speak to the Gilded Age, or Louis Sullivan’s Guar-
anty Building represents the Victorian precision of the 1890s, or Buffalo’s art 
deco City Hall trumpets the high optimism of the 1920s. That moment found 
Buffalo poised between its glorious past and a “rustbelt” future it could not yet 
see or feel, still making steel and building cars, and, in 1955, opening a bridge 
that would provide driving freedom for workers in two industries on the cusp 
of decline and make life easier for those commuting from suburbs that would 
soon suck the middle class out of the city and help bring on its economic woes. 
Although the Skyway would join the grain elevators as the harbor’s outstanding 
icons, it was constructed by a community committed to manufacturing rather than 
commerce, and ambivalent, at best, about what remained of its Lake Erie/Erie 
Canal waterfront heritage. 
 The Skyway also can be understood as an example of what David Nye has 
called the “technological sublime.” Nye applies the term to nationally known 
structures, including the Brooklyn Bridge, the Eads Bridge in St. Louis, the Statue 
of Liberty, the Empire State Building, Hoover Dam, and Buffalo’s 1901 Pan-
American Exposition, that were so big or vast, so spectacular or extraordinary, 
that they produced in the public a “powerful surge of emotions” consisting of 
“experiences of awe and wonder, often tinged,” he notes, “with an element of 
terror.” Bridges and skyscrapers, an example of the sub-category of the “geo-
metrical sublime,” achieved the status of the sublime by “appear[ing] to domi-
nate nature through elegant design and sheer bulk” and by offering the eye new 
panoramas and new visual perspectives that allowed and encouraged observers to 
reconceptualize humanity’s relationship with urban space and the natural world.63 
Similarly, the “magisterial gaze” that the Skyway made possible allowed area 
residents to reinvest themselves imaginatively in Buffalo’s waterfront, looking 
backward, on the one hand, to the city’s golden age of lake-based commerce, and 
forward, on the other hand, to the remote possibility of waterfront tourism. 
 To be sure, the Skyway was not on the scale of the Hoover Dam or the 
Brooklyn Bridge, but at a mile long and 110 feet high, it was big, bold, and 
dominant. And when it opened in 1955, and for some time thereafter, it produced 
an emotional response, and new ways of viewing and conceptualizing the wa-
terfront below, that were consistent with the sublime. It came “tinged” with that 
“element of terror” that Nye noted; several religious figures, speaking on opening 
day, “sought God’s intercession for the continued safety of travelers over the 
Skyway.” As Nye recognizes, however, the experience of the sublime is neither 
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universal nor necessarily permanent. An object’s power can decay over time, and 
reasonable people will differ in their response to it. “One person’s sublime,” he 
writes, “may be another’s abomination.” 64 The confidence with which today’s 
politicians and developers attack the Skyway and call for its demolition would 
suggest that the structure has lost some of its affective power; for a community 
desperate for economic transformation, and looking to the waterfront for it, the 
Skyway’s pleasures may seem trivial or unaffordable. Perhaps its scope and 
grandeur, qualities that in 1955 signified a future of growth and prosperity for 
Buffalo, now serve as reminders of the city’s unfulfilled dreams and expectations. 
In this climate, in which the Skyway appears to be—and may actually be—an 
obstacle to “progress,” to Buffalo’s economic development, it may be time to 
tear it down, if only to see what, if anything, will replace it. 
 But before that happens, it is important to retrieve and savor those elements 
of the Skyway’s biography that may be obscured by the current enthusiasm for 
demolition: its practical origins as a carrier of vehicles above Buffalo’s waterways, 
a function it retains; its appeal as a means of re-imagining the city and its harbor, 
from above; its form, an example of the optimistic, future-oriented, monumental, 
vital forms modernism of the 1950s; its status as a sublime object, its height and 
length and shape yielding experiences of awe and wonder, especially for drivers, 
and especially for drivers in the golden age of the automobile, when the driving 
experience so directly represented the essential American values of movement 
and mobility. 
 Above all, to understand the Skyway one must recapture and re-experience 
the pleasures and thrills of driving it. For those who did so, whether for the 
first time or the one-hundredth, it was at once more than a time-saver and less 
than a symbol of the nation’s imperial hubris, a metaphor for Buffalo’s goals 
and illusions, or a representative piece of postwar architecture. It was about the 
exhilaration of driving, on a special road that magnified that exhilaration. It was 
about speed and flight and motion in the “sacred space” of the highway, at a 
moment when those pleasures had yet to be questioned or sullied. Cresting the 
Skyway, the sensation of the road falling away, projected over the glimmering 
surface of Lake Erie, one imagines Kerouac’s Moriarty, hunched over the wheel 
of a ’53 Mercury, radio blasting, beating on the dashboard. “‘Whooee!’ Yelled 
Dean. ‘Here we go!’” 
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